underlying "rules of engagement" for αβ TCR recogniand target cells have been determined in the past ten tion of pMHC are no clearer than they were ten years years. While snapshots of T cell receptors bound to ago. How is the αβ TCR innately programmed to recogtheir peptide-MHC ligands appear to have defined a nize virtually any MHC molecule? Some general pringeneral interaction or "docking" solution, many of the ciples have emerged from the current database of commost fundamental structural questions in antigen replexes ( Figures 1B and 2) . Briefly, in all of the complex cognition lack detailed answers and thus pose excitstructures, the TCR has a particular orientation on the ing experimental challenges for the future.
Jerne hypothesis is that the αβ TCR innate preference, cells. The binding site of the TCR is comprised of six or "bias," for recognition of MHC is dictated by sets of loops called complementarity determining regions conserved TCR/MHC contacts. Therefore, we expected (CDRs), with each chain contributing three loops, called that subsequent TCR/pMHC complexes would reveal CDR1, 2, and 3 ( Figure 1B ). The CDR1 and 2 loop secommon sets of amino acid contacts between the quences are constant for each type of chain and are germline-encoded (i.e., invariant) residues of the CDR1 therefore referred to as "germline derived," whereas the and 2 loops and the MHC helices that would serve CDR3 loops vary in an almost unlimited fashion and as "rules" for TCR/pMHC interactions. The implicalargely dictate the TCR specificity for peptide. When tions being that we could eventually construct a conthe TCR interrogates the peptide cargo carried by MHC tact table of conserved interactions between each TCR ( Figure 1B ), the T cell is either stimulated to perform its and MHC. effector functions (cytokine release or cytotoxicity) or
The reality is that when the present group of TCR/ moves on to the next pMHC surface presented to it. plexes strongly implies that these are conserved anchor points between this β chain (Vβ8.2) and MHC and which influence T cell development or (2) "internal forces," such as conserved interatomic contacts in the molecule (I-A). In other words, the correspondence of TCR/MHC contacts could be a glimpse of one of the interface between TCR and MHC that have been refined through millions of years of coevolution. Put simlong sought-after "codons" of MHC restriction. On the other hand, in support of the external forces ply, is the diagonal docking mode a kiss between passionate lovers (internal forces), or is it a loveless kiss argument, we must remember that the TCR alone is not competent for signaling but exists within a higher-order borne of an arranged marriage (external forces)?
Compelling arguments can be made for the "internal assembly containing the CD3 signaling subunits and and there may be as many TCR/pMHC orientations as CDR3 sequences. The fact that TCR/pMHC interacperhaps the diagonal orientation is only one of may different recognition solutions that occur when α and β tions are highly dynamic in nature suggests that solution-phase spectroscopic techniques like nuclear magchains are randomly paired. Marrack, Kappler, and colleagues suggest that the origins of MHC bias will most netic resonance and single-molecule flourescence will need to be increasingly incorporated into our structural clearly reveal themselves in the repertoire of TCR prior to development (Huseby et al., 2005) . In this recent eletoolbox. The technical challenges here are great, given the size and complexity of TCR and pMHC molecules. gant study, relaxation of the stringency by which the thymus deletes self-reactive TCR resulted in TCR that
We hope we have conveyed the fantastic progress that has been made through structural studies of T cell are much more crossreactive with different pMHC than normal-that is a "pan MHC" bias was more prorecognition. However, the collective experimental results have raised more questions than they have pronounced. The role of negative thymic selection, then, may be to focus the TCR away from their MHC helical vided definitive answers. For the structural immunologist, these are exciting times, as we are now realizing reactivity and more toward peptide specificity. This could explain why we are not seeing the structural etiolthat, far from the story being over, we are just at the tip of the iceberg. ogy of TCR/MHC bias in the "matured" TCR which have been the targets of structural studies: these determi-
